
Artefact description.  
 
 

This Artefact called the " Draft Summoner" is an object found at Auratera planet.  
The discovery location is pointed as  the two hours travel away from Acabla's ruins into the 
South.  
 
It was described as "sacrafice worth material" for studying local Sith empire history. "Draft 
Summoner" was taken with body of the no older than 25 years old  human Sith apprentice 
which mummified body was laying inside of the small tunnel, diged up next to exit of 
underground river.  
 
This discovery was accidental, as in front of the cave one of the experts spotted skull coming 
out of the ground. After setting up camp and wider search, they found out other skeletons in 
Jedi robes. The fascinating information was that all remainings outside of the cave were 
killed by each other.  
 
Facts prologue as well that walls of the cave were pushed to outside by force from the point 
were Sith apprentice was found. 
This both facts could mean some manipulation of users by force with field explosion, which 
could be last attempt to survive by young Sith running away from group of Jedi.  
 
After taking Artefact from Auratera was secretly guarded and only high rank Sith's had 
information of the artefacts location.  
 
Artefact is made from stone with circular shapes around the center of the triangle. Also it's 
got five small finger size holes at each side to hold it.  
On the edges it is black with red and orange lines, but how much closer to center its starts 
getting more purple.  
 
At the cave's wall not far away from youngster was found a poem which could explain more.  
 
(Free ways AABB poem type). 
 
,, Keep it close to Your body,  
Don't let Your mind to get cloudy.  
Direct force inside of Your hands,  
Till Your body from pain will bends.  
 
Keep force around You like cloudy cream,  
Let it out as Your emotional scream.  
Put Your mind and decisions of the heart,  
That will go puncture enemies like a dart.  
 
Hold it stronger and focus more,  
That will put Your enemies into gore. 



They will fall into rage,  
Tearing apart their bodies like paper page. 
 
When blood starts coming around,  
Put Your mind with it's essence into bound.  
Take a life from them one by one,  
And survive Your death as the only son" 


